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Abstract: In Past few years growth of wireless ad hoc network has increased rapidly .The single greatest issue in a few wireless network 

is that it's, well, wireless! The largest reason to possess a wireless network is as a result of it eliminates the requirement for expensive, 

ugly, and dangerous wires trailing every where your business and home network. This paper proposes a brand new algorithmic rule 

known as the Similarity Intention Attack (SIA); the algorithmic rule relies on the Attack Analysis (AA) algorithmic policy rules to 

predict new attacks intentions in wireless intrusion detection system (WIDS) and allotted the probability values for these intentions. The 

analysis algorithm shows that our planned algorithmic policy based approach provides higher level wireless security. 
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1. Introduction 

The number of digital crimes today is increasing. 

Consequently, the wireless ad hoc network plays a crucial role 

within the wireless crime analysis method. For instance, huge 

corporations like Sony cluster and Google are penetrated by a 

complicated attack by some laptop hackers known as 

themselves "Anonymous" for over a month in 2014. In most of 

those cases, it takes lots of your time to detect a true crime 

maker, and till this moment, a number of them are still 

registered as unknown. In reality, in step with 2014 Wireless 

impromptu Watch Survey twenty first of the digital crime 

events have been caused by “unknown”. This means that this 

network forensics investigation method is time intense, 

expensive, associate degreed a fallible method is extremely 

expected in apprehending the important perpetrators. Golfer 

outlined network forensics as: “The use of scientifically tested 

techniques to gather, fuse, identify, examine, correlate, analyze, 

and document digital proof from multiple, actively process and 

sending digital sources for the aim of uncovering facts 

associated with the planned intent, or measured success of 

unauthorized activities meant to disrupt, corrupt, and or 

compromise system parts similarly as providing data to help in 

response to or recovery from these activities .Recently, there 

are several limitations and specific analysis gaps associated 

with wireless  network forensics [4-6]. Wireless network 

attacks analysis is taken into account as a significant challenge 

for several those that are operating in ad  

 

Hoc networks [1]. Therefore, throughout the investigation 

section, it becomes tougher to get the attack and apprehend the 

culprit. Wireless network crime analysis, particularly attack 

intentions, supports investigators in transferral a detailed 

criminal cases with larger accuracy prior to determine the 

appropriate incident response as mentioned in [2]. 

Additionally, analyzing attack intentions may be a necessity to 

provide clear proof to accelerate the choice processes needed 

for apprehending the important culprit. This paper is proposing 

a replacement formula to estimate the similarity of the wireless 

crime intentions with others for network forensics. This 

formula describes the similarity of attack intentions method as 

mentioned in [3]. The formula supported Attack Analysis (AA) 

formula to spot the intentions for the new wireless crime. The 

planned formula is delineated in section three, wherever the 

method model of a similarity between the intentions of the 

wireless crimes are illustrated. Successive section can gift a 

connected work of network forensics analysis and wireless 

crimes intentions. Finally, we have a tendency to introduce 

associate degree experimental example of a wireless crime by 

mistreatment samples of probabilistic values of detection 

accuracy for the wireless crimes intentions to judge our 

planned formula. 

This paper is proposing a replacement algorithmic rule to 

estimate the similarity of the wireless crime intentions with 

others for network forensics. This algorithmic rule describes 

the similarity of attack intentions method as mentioned in. The 

algorithm supported Attack Intentions Analysis (AIA) 

algorithmic rule to spot the intentions for the new wireless 

crime. The projected algorithmic rule is to delineate in section 

three, where the method model of a similarity between the 

intentions of the wireless crimes are illustrated. Consecutive 

section can gift a connected work of network forensics analysis 

and wireless crimes intentions. Finally, we have a tendency to 

introduce AN experimental example of a wireless crime by 

victimization samples of probabilistic values of detection 

accuracy for the wireless crimes intentions to judge our 

projected algorithm. 

2. Related Work  

In reality, there are two main wireless security views, 1. 

Hindrance: like firewalls and Intrusion Prevention System 

(IPS). 2. Detection: like Intrusion Detection System (IDS). A 

similarity metric for the new cyber crimes intentions with 

others is generated so as to spot the similar intentions. The 

analysis of example cyber crime results shows that our 

projected rule provides higher solutions and will increase the 

chance worth of evidences [4]. Consequently, network 

forensics is taken into account Associate in nursing extension 

of network security similarly as laptop forensics, the last deals 
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with laws and guiding principles of a scheme. In fact, the 

network forensics uses scientific techniques to gather, examine, 

analyze, and document digital evidences from digital sources 

and network security views to uncover facts associated with the 

wireless crimes. Analyzing digital evidences of the wireless 

crimes could be a really thought of a significant challenge in 

network forensics [5].In general, the analysis introduce network 

approaches faces several challenges like reconstruction ways of 

attack behavior. Commonly we've to travel through a full 

capture of malicious behavior so as to know the intention of the 

attack. In then gift a technique to launch such greedy attack 

during a proactive routing primarily based wireless 

spontaneous network. They were formulate a framework 

wherever information routing at the protocol layer, link 

programming at the Macintosh layer and stream management at 

the physical layer may be together optimized for outturn 

maximization within the presence of interference[6]. 

However, a graph formula with ways for intrusive intention 

recognition won’t to analyze the attack path prior to get the 

goal of the wireless crimes. Even for Associate in Nursing 

professional, it's tough to seek out a way of intrusion [7], that 

makes the prediction of the attack goals additional difficult. 

Hence, the attack intention similarly because the attack analysis 

remains the most challenge in wireless network [8, 9]. Attack 

intention analysis, as mentioned in [10] may manufacture clear 

evidences to assist investigators to form the proper call. 

3. Similarity Intentions Attack Algorithm 

In this we describe the similarity attack intention various 

process that describe purpose of similar intention behind newer 

attacks. The similarity metrical that concentrates first on attacks 

intention and second find out the similar intention. 

The model is split into three subcomponents, as shown in Fig. 

1. The primary subcomponent identifies the attack intentions of 

this attack supported identical previous attack intention 

analysis method model through the new AA formula. The 

similarity metric for attack intentions is generated within the 

second subcomponent to work out similar intentions. The third 

subcomponent utilizes the predefined attack proof deposit that 

consists of previous intentions. The deposit is used to pick out 

intentions supported the similarity between the intentions of the 

new attack and also the previous ones. The elements are 

delineate within the succeeding subsections. 

3.1 Identify the attack Intention 

This subcomponent adopts network capturing tools like Capsa 

Free and Wire shark, Network Intrusion Detection Systems 

(NIDSs). Network traffic is captured within the start through 

network capturing tools that unremarkably turn out an 

enormous array of alerts and security information. A duplicate 

of the captured information is analyzed within the next step to 

spot the attack alerts. Supported these alerts, the model begins 

to gather proof that relates to a particular attack. The entire 

potential attack intentions area unit outlined within the result.. 

 

3.2 Similarity rank metric for attack intentions  

The attack intention likelihood is computed during this 

subcomponent with the AA rule, every worth is related to a 

relevant attack sort to get a similarity metric. The model 

employs a similarity metric to approximate the attack intention 

and to work out the similarity of the new attack intentions with 

the opposite predefined intentions. This sub part selects the 

nearest match to the intentions of the new attack. The model 

then utilizes a predefined info that contains knowledge on all 

previous attacks and their real intentions. This knowledge is 

collected throughout the investigation method. 

The entire proposed modeling and architecture of the current 

research paper should be presented in this section. This section 

gives the original contribution of the authors. 

A new algorithm called Similarity of Attack Intentions (SIA) 

as shown in Fig. 2, which is based on the AA algorithm and 

the proposed model, is designed to allow the subcomponents 

of the model to produce outcomes. This algorithm helps to 

better understand the logic of establishing the similarity of 

attack intentions process, which described in [13]. 

The SIA algorithm establishes the similar intentions 

between a new attack and previous ones. It defines a set 

named {PR}, which contains all previous attacks, where 

PR={P1, P2, P3, … , Pn} and n is the integer number. Another 

set named {PI} is defined; it contains all attack intentions for 

all predefined attacks, where PI={I1, I2, I3, … 

, In} and n is the integer number. One or more attack 
intentions from the set {PI} are relevant to one or more 
attacks from the predefined attack set {PR}, which means the 
relation between set {PI} and set {PR} is many-to-many. 

A probability value is assigned to each attack intention in 

the set {PI} with the AA algorithm [7]. We suppose that a 

new attack called Pk which belongs to the {PR} set occurs. 

This attack contains a set of intentions called PkIx, which is a 

subset of {PI} and x“1. The SAI algorithm estimates the 

similarity values between the new attack intentions and the 

others. First, the algorithm identifies all the attacks that 

contain one or more of the attack intentions from the subset 

of {PkIx}. The algorithm computes the sum of all the 

probability values of the attack intentions that are relevant 

and similar to the Pk intentions for one attack. The similarity 

of attack  Pk intention (SimilarityPnI(Pk)) is computed as the 

total probability value of the attack intentions (PnIx) divided 

by the total number of the similar intentions of a specific 

attack [13], as illustrated by the SAI algorithm. 

The intentions similarity metric is generated from 

(SimilarityPnI(Pk)). We select the maximum similarity of 

attack intention value from the intentions similarity metric to 

identify the similarity between the intention of the new attack 

PK and others; the value is computed by (SimilarityPI(Pk)) 

[13], as illustrated by the SAI algorithm. 

Input: Attack with their intentions probability. 

Output: Estimate similar of the new attack intentions with 

other. 

Begin 

Let a set of predefined attacks {P1,P2,P3…Pn} be PR 

Define Pk as a new attack, where Pk є PR 

Let  a set of predefined attack intentions {i1,i2,i3…im} be PI 

Define Ix using AIA as a set of all attack intentions for Pk, 

where Ix є PI 

Initialize the maximum similarity of attack intention with Pk, 

MaximumSimilarityPI(Pk) = 0 

Initialize the summation of all similarity of attack intention 

with Pk, SummationSimilarityPI(Pk) = 0 
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For each Pn є PR do 

For each Im є PI do 

Select Id where Id є Ix 

If Id founds, then 

Assign PnId as the probability value of Id 

Else 

Assign PnId = 0 

End If 

Compute SummationSimilarityPI(Pk) = 

SummationSimilarityPI(Pk) + PnId 

End For 

Compute SimilarityPnI(Pk) = SummationSimilarityPI(Pk) / z, 

as a similar attack intention, where z is the total number of Pk 

intentions 

If SimilarityPnI(Pk) > MaximumSimilarityPI(Pk), then Assign 

MaximumSimilarityPI(Pk) = SimilarityPnI(Pk) 

Select n as an a maximum similar attack number 

 End If  

End For 

End 

4. Enactment of SIA Algorithm  

This section introduces the SIA formula that aims to 

implement the similarity of attack intentions method model 

supported associate degree AA formula. This formula presents 

a group of serial operations to work out the new wireless crime 

intentions supported the predefined intentions. The SIA 

formula establishes similar intentions. It depends on the AA 

formula to assign the likelihood magnitude relation for every 

intention. Similar intentions ar established supported the 

similarity of the new attack intentions with the predefined 

intentions through the common worth of an equivalent 

intentions for every attack with the new one. as an example, we 

tend to assume that a brand new attack known as associate 

degree has 3 intentions. The SAI formula establishes a similar 

attack supported the attack intentions as shown in Table one. 

Table 1. Example of establishes an identical attack supported 

the attack intentions. Table one shows that the similarity of the 

new attack associate degree with others is named attack A2, 

that is that the most similarity (SimA) worth. The intention 

worth (0) for A1i2, A3i1, A3i2, and A5i3 means no same 

intentions among these attacks ar discovered for attack 

associate degree. SumSim presents the summation of the 

similar attack intentions for every attack, and stone presents the 

common of the similar intention values. 

 

Table 1: Intentions probability values for all attacks with 

example  

 

 i1 

 

i2 i3 i4 i5 i6 i7 

P1 0.2

2 

0 0.3

1 

0.6

1 

0.7

2 

0.5

7 

0.8

9 

P2 0.3

2 

0 0.3

6 

0.5

1 

0.6

2 

0.4

7 

0.8

8 

P3 0.2

4 

0 0.3

4 

0.7

1 

0.7

7 

0.7

7 

0.8

1 

P4 0.2

5 

0 0.3

3 

0.8

1 

0.4

2 

0.6

7 

0.8

9 

P5 0.5

2 

0.5

2 

0.4

4 

0.7

6 

0.4

3 

0.8

9 

0.9

0 

P6 0.2

0 

0 0.6

6 

0.6

5 

0.3

2 

0.3

7 

0.9

8 

P7 0.2

8 

0 0.7

4 

0.2

2 

0.3

2 

0.9

7 

0.8

9 

 

5. Study and Experimental Results 

 

End-to-End Delay 

Figure 1 entails fifty static nodes situation. The horizontal 

line shows the simulation time in seconds and therefore the 

vertical line shows delay in second. During this situation SIA, 

has less delay of zero.04seconds that shows well performance 

as compared to the adoptive, non adoptive algorithms. The 

most reason is that SIA has the characteristics of hybrid routing 

protocol. There are routing tables with every node, and 

therefore the packets aren't broadcasted by all nodes to induce 

the routing info. Its performance is nice as compared to the 

opposite protocols. Within the situation of fifty static nodes, the 

SIA performs well as compared to the opposite routing 

protocols. Non adoptive formula offers higher delay than 

adoptive as a result of the rationale that once a WREQ is 

shipped, the destination replies to all or any WREQ it received, 

that create it slower to see the smallest amount full route. In 

fifty nodes situation, the SIA has less delay as compared to the 

situation of fifty nodes, as a result of SIA has the characteristic 

of the worst delay as a result of the loss of distance info. The 

route construction in SIA might not occur quickly. This leads 

towards the drawn-out potential delay whereas expecting the 

new routes to be determined. It’s conjointly ascertained 

because the range of node will increase delay additionally. 
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Figure 1:  Resultant Graph of the End-to-End Delay 

 

Throughput 

The results of output square measure shown in Figure 2. 

Output is that the magnitude relation of total amounts of 

knowledge that reaches at the receiver finish within the given 

amount of your time. The coordinate axis represents the time in 

second and coordinate axis indicates the output in bits per 

second. Once the quantity of node will increase, the output will 

increase and therefore the performances are going to be high. 

Just in case of fifty mobile nodes state of affairs, SIA has high 

output of 75000 bits per seconds. During this case SIA 

outperforms the adoptive and non adoptive inherits the link 

state heritage that's routes square measure forthwith accessible 

once there's demand. SIA is extremely reliable in terms of 

large-scale surroundings and high-speed. SIA is worst in 

reliability and has low output due to the additional overhead for 

institution and upgrading of path. The rationale for prime 

output of SIA as compared with alternative protocols is that, 

for SIA routing ways square measure simply accessible as a 

result of the characteristic of proactive routing protocols. 

Within the fifty static nodes state of affairs conjointly SIA has 

high output, this is often why it relatively performs higher than 

alternative routing protocols. 
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 Figure 2:  Resultant throughputs of the Proposed Algorithms 

 

6. Conclusion and Future Work  

In this paper we have a tendency to projected a replacement 

rule referred to as Similarity Intention of Attack (SIA), to 

estimate the similar wireless crimes intentions. Supported (AA) 

rule we have a tendency to known the chance values of 

accuracy detection for the wireless crimes intentions. The 

results explained there's a relation between the new wireless 

crime and also the pre-defined wireless crimes. It also, 

established that the similarity measurements of the intentions 

facilitate the investigators to estimate the similar cases of the 

new wireless crime with others, so as to cut back the time and 

process value. An attack intention is used as an economical 

issue to spot the attack strategy before to extend the likelihood 

price of proof in network forensics. Moreover, the accuracy of 

the calculable values of the similar wireless crime may be 

enlarged once anonymous users are a lot of with authentication. 
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